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ABSTRACT

Arabic has ancient as well as contemporary loanwords from numerous languages such as English, French, and Turkish that are used as loan words or in code-switches. With the advent of social media, the number of foreign words used in the spoken language is on the rise. This study aimed to find out how social media loan terminology is pluralized in Spoken Arabic and whether there are any pluralization peculiarities that were not detected by prior studies. To identify the plural formation processes followed in each loan term, a sample of 20 students and 5 instructors at the College of Language Sciences, King Saud University participated in the study. The participants verified a 146 social media loan terms to verify the plural form of each. Results showed that 54% of the loan terms in the sample take a Feminine Sound Plural (account /akàynt-a:t/), which is the most productive plural form. In 16% of the loan terms in this category, the final consonants in the stem are geminated before the suffix -at when the penultimate vowel in the stem is short as in blogs /bloggat/; clicks /klìkkat/; stories /stòriyat/. In other terms, an /h/is added to the plural suffix -at in stems ending in the long vowel /u/ as in studios /studio-hat/. About 22% of the loan terms take a zero plural (voice call; timeline; status; 17.6% have the English plural form ending (followers; threads); only 3% take a Masculine Sound Plural /feysbùkkìyyùn/ (*Facebookers) and 3% have a Broken plural (codes /akàwùd/); 3% have two plurals (code /ko"dàt/; أكواد /akàwùd/; Facebookers /feysbùkkìyyùn/). In one loan term, the Feminine Sound Plural is added to the plural form (fans+-ât). As in prior studies, the most productive is the Feminine Sound plural as it is the default plural form in most loanwords. Unlike prior studies, this study found two new pluralization processes, adopting the English plural and adding the plural suffix -at to the English plural of the loan term. Recommendations for further studies that investigate other types of morphological borrowing in Arabic are given.
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1. Introduction

Lexical borrowing of whole words is a common phenomenon in all languages, such as English, French, Turkish, Farsi, Bahasa, Arabic and others. Specifically Arabic has ancient borrowings from Persian, Roman, Greek, Aramaic, Syriac, Nabataean, Coptic, Ethiopian, Berber, Hindi, Turkish, Negro, Pahlavi, and Indian languages, some of which were phonologically, and morphologically adapted (Arabized), and were even used in the Holy Quran as in سندس استبرق (types of fabric); زماهر (bitter cold). Arabic also has borrowed full words and acronyms from contemporary languages such as: English, French, Turkish, Farsi, Greek, and others. Those borrowings include full words and acronyms, common words as well as technical terms in various disciplines as in internet, hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, carbohydrates, hormone, insulin, vitamin, federal, pasteurization, Internet, Facebook, iPad, kilometer, kilogram, mile, Corona, Pfizer, Liberal, technocrat, parliament, strategy, استراتيجية.

In the past decade or so, there has been an influx of borrowed lexical items, including social media terminology that are being used in Spoken Arabic dialects especially with the advent of social media. The number of foreign words that are being used in Spoken Arabic is on the rise whether they are people are using them in code-switching or as loanwords. Arabic social media users even prefer to use foreign words in their speech and social media posts although Arabic equivalents exist. Some of these loan words have been phonologically, and morphologically adapted and are being treated as Arabic native words to fit the Arabic morphological system, in particular. However, few exceptions exist, which have not been adapted to the Arabic morphological system and remain hybrid in the flow of speech. Such cases can be considered morphological borrowings which are worthy of research (Al-Jarf, 2021b; Al-Jarf, 2021c; Al-Jarf, 2019; Al-Jarf, 2018; Al-Jarf, 2016; Al-Jarf, 2011b; Al-Jarf, 2008; Al-Jarf, 2004a; Al-Jarf, 2004b).

Due to the prevalence of borrowings in Modern Standard Arabic as well as Colloquial Arabic varieties, the pluralization of loan words (borrowing) has been investigated by numerous studies in the literature. For example, Alsaedi (2010) addressed the issue of integrating English words into Gulf Arabic, specifically Bahraini Arabic, via certain grammatical rules that surfaced through a study of bilingualism at the University of Bahrain. Interviews with students showed that morphological changes take place in borrowed English words as exhibited through the use of Arabic plurals, dual forms, the Arabic definite article, the idafa structure (the genitive), adverbs and verb forms.

In Saudi Arabia, Mushait and Al-Athwary (2020) examined how borrowed nouns from English are inflected for plural and gender in Colloquial Saudi Arabic and the possible linguistic factors that may affect this inflection in light of some theories of morphology. The researchers analysed 250 loanwords and reported that foreign nouns are marked for all types of plural (Broken Plural, Feminine Sound Plural, and Masculine Sound Plural). More than 77% of the borrowed nouns are inflected for Feminine Sound Plural. In some Feminine Sound Plurals, the suffix –yat is attached to singular borrowed nouns instead of –at to form the Feminine Sound Plural.

In Iraq, Sa’eed (2010) examined a corpus of 409 words English loanwords that have been integrated into the linguistic system of Mosuli Arabic during the last century to find out the productivity of pluralization rules in Mosuli Arabic as revealed in loanwords. Results showed three pluralization rules in Arabic (the Sound Masculine Plural, the Sound Feminine Plural and the Broken Plural). The Sound-Feminine Plural is the most productive as it was applied to 59.79% of the data. Broken Plural is less productive as it was applied to 5.9% of the loanwords in the sample and the Sound Masculine Plural is the least productive as it was applied to fewer than 1% only.

Laks (2014) examined plural formation of loanwords in Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic. Two types of plural were detected: x-based Sound Plural (e.g.: māta:r/mātra:t, ‘airport sg., pl.’) and (ii) a template-based broken plural (e.g. maktu:b/makat:l ‘letter sg., pl.’). These two types of plurals are also found in borrowed nouns as fax (fa:kā:t), blog (blo:kā:t), film (afli:m), folder (fālādār), mālyoun (māl.ye:n).

Another study by Al-Saidat (2011) explored gender and number assignment to English loanwords in Jordanian Arabic, i.e., the different gender and number markers used to mark English loanwords. Data analysis showed that English words undergo changes when used as loanwords in Arabic in order not to violate the phonological and morphological systems of the native language. English loanwords are marked for masculine or feminine and into singular, dual or plural. They go through all processes of feminization, since the masculine is unmarked, and processes of Arabic duality and pluralisation, in which case Arabic is the governing language. Results revealed that the English language number system is abandoned as no examples with English plural marker were found. English loanwords in Jordanian Arabic can be considered loanwords rather than codeswitches as they follow the Arabic rather than the English morphological language system.

The morphology of loans beyond integration in Moroccan Arabic (MA) was examined by (Ziani, 2020) to provide an insight into lexical organization as well as the status of the consonantal root in MA. The researcher found that loan plurals reveal the organization of the MA lexicon into three distinct strata: the non-concatenative, the concatenative and the extra grammatical. The first stratum corresponds to the C-root; the second and third support a stem-based approach. This means that the MA lexicon is organized around both a C-root as well as a stem.

Yacoub (2016) reported that over two hundred English words were borrowed in Egyptian Arabic. Five morphological variations were found including the Masculine Sound Plural, the Feminine Sound Plural, the Dual, the Broken Plural, and non-pluralize-able
nouns. Most participants did not recognize English loanwords, thought they were original Arabic words, and could not give Arabic equivalents to the loanwords that they could identify.

The morphological integration of Standard Average European words into Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) was investigated by Gadelii (2015). Loanwords were collected from contemporary short stories and filtered through a Modern Standard Arabic dictionary of words with non-Semitic origin. Loanwords were then morphologically analysed and categorized into (i) Words that do not fit into the root and pattern system of MSA, i.e., the configuration where a verbal root serves as the basis for derivations and inflections produced by altering the internal vowel or consonant. However, words in this group can take Arabic suffixes. (ii) Loanwords that can be linked to formal roots as evident from their Broken Plural pattern, proper verbal roots or a combination of both. A scale of morphological integration was then created which shows that suffixing is not a viable strategy for integrating loanwords into a language exhibiting the root and pattern-system, such as MSA. Of special interest is the border between loanwords consisting of unintegrated solid stems on one hand, and loanwords that can be linked to a root, on the other.

It can be seen from the literature review, that prior studies focused on general loanwords they have been borrowed over the last century. However, there is a lack of studies that investigate English loanwords that appeared in past decade and how they are pluralized, specifically, the pluralization of social media loan terminology used in Spoken Arabic by social media users, with a focus on college students and the young generation. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to find out how borrowed social media terminology is pluralized in Spoken Arabic and whether there are any pluralization peculiarities in plural formation that were not detected by prior studies on loanwords in Arabic dialects. It also aims to find out the productivity of plural types in borrowed social media terminology and students' and instructors' views on the reasons for pluralizing loan terms the way they do; and the ability of social media users who do not know English to decode and comprehend the meaning of the plural forms of loan terms common on social media.

This study is synchronic as it is exploring how educated Arabs are actually using social media loan terms in this day and age, which morphological phenomena have recently emerged and how language is changing as a result of sociolinguistic factors such as the extensive use of a variety of social media networking sites, globalization, the dominance of English, and the contact among peoples from different language and cultures.

2. Pluralization in English and Arabic

Arabic has four types of plurals: (i) Masculine Sound Plural (regular plural) as مناهج, مناهج, مناهج, مناهج, مناهج, مناهج, مناهج, مناهج, مناهج, مناهج. (ii) Feminine Sound Plural (a regular plural) as الطالبات, الطالبات, الطالبات, الطالبات, الطالبات, الطالبات, الطالبات, الطالبات, الطالبات, الطالبات. (iii) Broken Plural (as أقلاط, أقلاط, أقلاط, أقلاط, أقلاط. (iv) Dual (as بنات, بنات, بنات, بنات, بنات, which is plural of two whether the base form is feminine or masculine, animate or inanimate: كتبتان, كتبتان, كتبتان, كتبتان, كتبتان, كتبتان, كتبتان, كتبتان, كتبتان, كتبتان two books (nominative), كتبتان, كتبتان, كتبتان, كتبتان, كتبتان, كتبتان, كتبتان, كتبتان, كتبتان two books (accusative). Some Arabic nouns have a plural form that is different from its singular form as غنمגות, غنميات, غنميات. Some are invariable broken plural forms that have no singular: مجاهرات, مجاهرات, مجاهرات, مجاهرات, مجاهرات, مجاهرات, مجاهرات, مجاهرات, مجاهرات, مجاهرات. Some plural forms have several meanings: زعماء, زعماء, زعماء, زعماء, زعماء, زعماء, زعماء, زعماء, زعماء, زعماء. Other plural forms involve mutation as man, men; woman, women; foot, feet, mouse, mice; goose, geese; adding the suffix -en: child, children, ox, oxen; some nouns have the same singular and plural form as fish, sheep, buffalo, cod, deer, mouse, Cherokee, Navajo; some nouns ending in -ies: series; species are not plural; nouns ending in -s are singular as in means, headquarters; subject names ending in -ics are singular:

In English, there is no such classification as Arabic, i.e., the four plural types. In most cases, nouns form their plural by suffixation. The plural suffix -s or any of its variants is added to the singular stem form: cats, dogs, bridges, branches, wishes, buses; some words end in -s but are singular as news, some nouns have a plural invariable form ending in -es/but have no singular form: scissors, trousers; some plural nouns have no suffix: cattle; nouns ending in -f take an -s and/or an -es: roofs, halves, dwarfs, dwarves; words ending in o, form their plural by adding an -es or -oes: hero, heroes; cargo, cargoes or cargos; veto, vetoes; some plural forms involve mutation as man, men; woman, women; foot, feet, mouse, mice; goose, geese; adding the suffix -en: child, children, ox, oxen; some nouns have the same singular and plural form as fish, sheep, buffalo, cod, deer, mouse, Cherokee, Navajo; some nouns ending in -ies: series; species are not plural; nouns ending in -s are singular as in means, headquarters; subject names ending in -ics are singular:
linguistics, mathematics, paediatrics; nouns describing the people of a country ending in -ese or -ss are plural: Chinese, Swiss; singular loan words from foreign languages especially Latin and their plural forms end in foreign and Latin suffixes as in stimulus, stimuli; larva, larvae; matrix, matrices; curriculum, curricula; analysis, analyses; thesis, theses; stratum, strata; phenomenon, phenomena; cello, celli; tempo, tempi; samurai, samurai; some foreign plurals occur along with English regular plurals as formulae, formulas; appendix, appendices, appendixes; dogma, dogmata, dogmas; bureau, bureaux, bureaus; cherub, cherubim, cherubs; plural of compounds take an -s in the first element, second element or both elements of the compound: attorney general, attorneys general; major general, major generals; court martial, courts martial; coat-of-arms, coats-of-arms; menservant, manservant; man-of-war, men-of-war; woman doctor, women doctors; head of state, heads of states/heads of state; jack-in-the-box, jacks-in-the-box/jack-in-the-boxes (Al-Jarf, 2022d; Al-Jarf, 2020b; Al-Jarf, 1994a; Al-Jarf, 1994c; Al-Jurf, 1994b).

3. Methodology

3.1 Subjects

The first group consisted of a random sample of 20 students and 5 instructors majoring in translation at the College of Language Sciences (CLS), King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, participated in the study. The students were in different levels of the translation program, and they take a variety of language, linguistics, translation, interpreting and Arabic language courses. They are all social media users and are active on at least two social media sites and are familiar with social media terminology.

Another sample of 10 adult Aabs who are social media users but do not know English participated in the study to check for the comprehensibility of the plurals of the loan terms in this study.

3.2 Data Collection and Analysis

A sample of 146 social media loan terms that are used in a variety of Spoken Arabic dialects on social media networking sites such as Facebook, Instagram, X, YouTube, Snapchat, Tik Tok and others by educated native speakers of Arabic. The social media loan terms were collected from the Bing Copilot, and from numerous glossaries, and Internet websites such as the following:

- https://www.arab4.net/2023/03/Facebook-terminology.html
- https://wwwarabnetviFacebook-terminologyhtml
- https://wwwwalmrsalcom/post/
- https://si-trendsnetمصارحات-السوشيال-ميديا/
- https://kalamssocialcom/social/2022مصارحات-السوشيال-ميديا/
- Social Media Definitions: The Ultimate Glossary of Terms You Should Know (hubspotcom)

All the loan terms in the sample are limited to those used on social media and not in computer science and IT in general. All the loan terms had to be nouns and single words. No compounds, abbreviations or acronyms were included.

The author made a list of all the loan terms together. The data were verified through the following phases:

In phase 1, the students and instructors were introduced to the study and loan terms on social media. Examples of loan terms and their plurals were given. Since the terms in the online glossaries and websites are not inclusive and are repetitive, the students and instructors were asked to verify the loan terms on the list, delete and add others if available.

In phase 2, the items were modified, and the list of loan terms was finalized. Some social media loan terms that are not usually used in the plural in English were added as a reliability check (Facebook, Twitter, X, Tweeter, Instagram). The students were handed out the list of loan terms and were asked to give the plural form for each, leave it blank if there is no plural, if the participant was not familiar with any, and give more than one plural if applicable. The participants worked on this task individually.

In phase 3 and with the help of the instructors, the students’ responses were compared. Since there were some discrepancies in the plural forms given to some items, or lack of plural forms, a plural form was accepted if at least 3 students gave the same form, and was recorded as the commonly used plural. If there were 2 options, both were accepted as alternative plurals if each was given by 3 students or more. Then the loan terms with the plural form (s) or zero plural form were finalized.

For further verification, the author entered the plural form of each term in Google to find out whether it is commonly used or not.

After verification, the plural forms of loan terms were classified into: (I) loan terms with a feminine Sound Plural; (ii) loan terms with an English plural; (iii) loan terms with two plurals; (iv) loan terms with a Broken plural; (v) loan terms with no plural form as they are used by educated Arabis in Spoken Arabic. Percentages in loan terms were calculated. In addition, results of the analysis are reported qualitatively.
The second group of participants consisted of 10 who are social media users but do not know English to find out if the social media loan terms in their plural form are easy to understand. They were asked to decode a sample of 50 plural loan words written in Arabic. Their oral reading was also scored for accuracy. They were also asked to give the meaning of those plural terms. Results of the analysis of the readers’ responses are qualitatively reported in the Discussion section.

3.3 Questionnaire surveys

Participants in the first groups were asked to give reasons or explanations for why the loan terms are pluralized this was, particularly loan terms with an English plural, those with a feminine suffix added to a plural English term, or those that are pluralized in English but not Arabic.

The second group of participants were asked about their views of the comprehensibility of the plural forms of the loan terms in the sample.

Findings of this study are limited to the sample of social media loan terms in Arabic and may not be generalizable to other loan terms in computer science, general or specialized fields. Transliteration variants of loan terms in Arabic are not the focus of this study.

4. Results

4.1 Social Media Loan Terms with a Feminine Sound Plural


4.2 Phonological Adaptations before the Feminine Suffix (-at)

In some loan terms, adding the Feminine Sound Plural suffix (-at) results in phonological changes in some final consonants of some loan stems (before the final feminine suffix) as follows:

An /h/ is inserted to the feminine plural suffixes in some words like /w/ and /u/ as in scenario/سيناریو، /ˈsɛnərɪəʊ-/ and studies/الطلعت، /ˈstʌdɪz-/ in English and audio/الصوت، /ˈædɪˈvoʊd-/ in Arabic, and in general loan words from French and English as plateaux/الپلاتو، /ˈplætəʊ-/ gateaux/الگاتهو، /ˈgætəʊ-/ and casinos/الساوناز، /ˈkæzənəʊ-/ in English and أراضيات/الأراضيات، /ˈɛrəɹətiət-/ in Arabic and radios/الراديو، /ˈrædɪəʊ-/ in English and كابرئيات/الکابرئيات، /ˈκαβρεϊətζ/ in Arabic and cabaret/الكاباريت، /ˈkebəreɪt-/ in English and discos/الدیسکو، /ˈdɪskəʊ-/ in Arabic and chiches/الکیچه، /ˈkɪlɪʃ/ in Arabic and stereos/السیریو، /ˈstɛrɪəʊ-/ in English and Euros/الأوریس، /ˈeərəʊs-/ in Arabic and rodeos/الرودو، /ˈroʊdəʊ-/ in English and buffets/البیف، /ˈbʌfiːt-/ and shampoos/الشامبو، /ˈʃæmpʊʊs-/ in Arabic and /bəˈnuː-/ in English and others. However, some other general English loan words ending in the long vowel /u/ and /u/ as in Kilos/الکیلو، /ˈkɪloʊs-/ and /v/ in Kilos/الکیلو، /ˈkɪloʊs-/ and /v/ and veteos/الوتو، /ˈvɪtəʊ-/ are simply pluralized by adding the feminine plural suffix -at like other words. In Feminine Plural forms with -hat, Arabic speakers are assuming an underlying /h/ like هه السكت، هه السكت after the /u/ in the singular forms. When /u/ the base form occurs before a pause, the final /h/ is not pronounced, but it is pronounced in the flow of speech. In addition, final /u/ is pronounced as a short vowel in the first set, whereas in Kilos/الکیلو، /ˈkɪloʊs-/ and /u/ as in Kilos/الکیلو، /ˈkɪloʊs-/ and /v/ in Kilos/الکیلو، /ˈkɪloʊs-/ is pronounced as a long vowel and Arab speakers are not assuming an underlying /h/ like هه السكت، هه السكت at the end of the base form. In Kilos/الکیلو، /ˈkɪloʊs-/ and /v/ in Kilos/الکیلو، /ˈkɪloʊs-/ and /v/ in Kilos/الکیلو، /ˈkɪloʊs-/ a change in the syllable...
structure takes place after the addition of the feminine suffix -at as a result of deleting the vowel -u: and changing it to /w/that is added to the suffix to form a new syllable as in /kil-wat/. When the final consonant of the stem is a plosive /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/, or /g/ and the penultimate vowel is short, it is geminated when the plural suffix -at is attached as in blogs /blɔɡaːt/ and vlogs /vloɡaːt/ but the final consonant is not geminated in badges /bʌdiːz/ and tags /tæɡət/, as the penultimate vowel in the stem (blog and flog) is short, but it is long in badge and tag. Moreover, in pronouncing the singular form, blog and flog Arabic speakers are assuming a geminated case in stem final position. Thus the plural is pronounced with a geminated plosive.

The final consonant /k/ in the stem is geminated before the feminine plural suffix in click /klikkaːt/ & Facebook /feɪsbʊkkɪːt/; when the final consonant of the stem is a /p/ as in clips /klɪps/; consonant /b/ as in WhatsApp /wɔːtsəbbaːt/ and groups /grʊbbət/. The /p/ in groups and WhatsApp is pronounced /b/ by some Arabic speakers as the phoneme /p/ does not exist in the Arabic phonological system. As in the previous examples with plosives, Arabic speaker are applying the same Arabic phonotactic rules to words that are analogous to Arabic words (Al-Jarf, 1994b; Al-Jurf, 1994a).

Gemination in the final consonant before the feminine suffixes occurs if the last consonant is a glide /y/ as in galleries /ˈɡæləriːət/; Emoji /ɪˈmoʊdʒi/; proxy /ˈprɒksɪjət/; selfies /ˈsɛflɪˌjət/; & story /ˈstɔːriˌjət/ and in general loanwords as Barbies /ˈbɑːbɪˌjət/ & Barbie /ˈbɑːbɪjət/. Here, an underlying geminated /yy/ is assumed in Arabic words ending in the glide /y/ as in which the /y/ is pronounced /iy/ before a pause but with a geminated and vowelized /iy/ in the flow of speech in SA. The Arabic plurals بَرْبِيَات /bərbiːjat/ & بَارَبِيَات /baːrbiːjat/ are related to them. The Arabic rule is spontaneously and unconsciously applied to words ending in /y/ as in Emoji, proxy, selfie, story, gallery, & Barbie. As a result, the final glide is geminated in the plural.

4.3 Social Media Loan Terms with a Zero plural

Results revealed that 22% of the loan terms have no plural in Arabic, the recipient language, as in blacklist /ˈblɒklɪst/ which is analogous to بَلُوْک /blʊk/ in Colloquial Arabic as in َبَلُوْک /blʊk/ and in general loanwords as Barbies /ˈbɑːbɪˌjət/ & Barbie /ˈbɑːbɪjət/.

4.4 Social Media Loan Terms with an English Plural

1) In this category, 17% of the borrowed social media terms in the sample have the same English plural used in the flow of speech in Colloquial Arabic as in admins /ˈædərnz/ & admin /ˈædəm/. These loan terms have not been morphologically adapted as they do not fit the Arabic phonotactic system, because Arabic users are fluent in English, use English at work or in school and feel the English plurals are smoother to pronounce. In this case, such terms are used as code-switches, not loan terms.

4.5 Social Media Loan Terms with a Masculine Sound Plural

In 4% of the loan words, a Masculine Sound Plural is derived from some loan terms as in فيسبوكيون /ˈfɪsəbʊkkiːjʊn/ (*Facebookers) & سنابييون /ˈsnaːbɪjʊjʊn/ (*Snappers) and سنابييون /ˈsnaːbɪjʊjʊn/ (*Snapchatters); توتييرون /ˈtʊtəriːjʊn/ (*Twitterers) & ساناتييون /ˈsænətɪjʊn/ (*Internetiers) & سنابييون /ˈsnaːbɪjʊjʊn/ (*Interneters). Such Arabic plurals have no equivalents in English and are hence marked with an asterisk *

Interestingly, being a compound, the plosive /k/ in Facebook is geminated. The /y/ at the end of the derived singular agentive noun /bukki:/ is also geminated for reasons mentioned in section 4.2.

4.6 Social Media Loan Terms with a Broken Plural

Social media loan terms in the sample constitute 3% as in filters /ˈfəltər/ & فلاتر /ˈfʌlətər/; Youtubers /ˈjuːtʊbər/ & يوتيوبر /ˈjʊtʊbər/; codes /kaʊd/ & كود /ˈkɔːd/; app center /ˈæp ˈsɛntər/ & سنتر /ˈsæntər/ & Tik Toks /tɪkˈtoʊks/ & تاکاک /takaːˈtɪk/ & تاکاک /takaːˈtɪk/. Here, Arab social media users follow Arabic language patterns in forming the broken plural. Code is analogous to صوت /ˈsəʊt/ & سوئیبل /ˈsuːbil/ in Colloquial Arabic; Tik
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Tok is analogous to /bulbul/ (nightingale) and /hudhud/ (hoopoe) in length and syllable structure (each consist of 2 closed syllables with a short vowel); so their plurals are also analogous to the plural أصوات voices /ʔaːSwat/, /بلبل (nightingales) baːlabil/ & هداهد /hadaːhid/ (hoopoes).

4.7 Social Media Loan Terms with Two plurals
Results of the analysis showed 3% loan terms in the sample have double plurals, i.e., an English plural + a broken plural; or a feminine plural + a broken plural as in code /koːd/, كودات /ʔakwad/; Youtubers /yuːtuːbəriyə/; yeast /yuːtyːbarz/ & megapixels ميغابكسل & megapixel. Each of these plurals was also mentioned in other categories above.

4.8 Social Media Loan Terms with an Arabic Suffix + an English Suffix
In the loan term fans /fanz-at/, the Arabic Feminine Sound Plural suffix -at has been added to the word fans which is plural. Other similar examples exist in the general spoken language as shoes جيتنزات /dʒiːnz-ːːt/, jeans جينزات /dʒiːnz-ːːt/, where the feminine plural suffix has been added to an invariable plural noun or a singular noun ending with a [-z].

5. Discussion and Conclusion
Findings of the current study showed that Arab users of social media pluralize loan terms in numerous ways. The most productive plural formation is adding a Feminine Sound Plural suffix -at (54%); a Zero plural (22%); using the same English Plural (Morphological Borrowing) (17%); using a Masculine Sound Plural (4%); using a broken plural (3%); using two plural forms (3%); and adding the Arabic suffix +at to plural English terms.

These findings are consistent with findings of prior studies in the Arabic literature which found that the Feminine Sound Plural is the most productive in the pluralization of loanwords in Arabic with variations among this study and prior studies due to the differences in the sample of loanwords collected: 77% of the borrowed nouns are inflected for Feminine Sound Plural in Saudi Arabic (Mushait & Al-Athwary, 2020); and 59.79 % in Iraqi Arabic. Broken Plurals and Masculine Sound Plurals are less productive in the current study and prior studies as the Broken Plural were applied to 5.905% and the Sound Masculine Plural was applied in fewer than 1%. (Sa’eed (2010). Yacoub (2016) found five morphological variations in plural formation of loanwords which include the Masculine Sound Plural, the Feminine Sound Plural, the Dual, the broken plural, and non-pluralize-able nouns. As in this study, Mushait and Al-Athwary (2020) indicated that in some Feminine Sound Plurals of loan words in Saudi Arabic – hat is attached to the stem instead of -at but did not give a cogent explanation for that. As in the current study, Loan words in Moroccan Arabic are organized around the C-root and the stem-based approach, i.e., the non-concatenative, the concatenative and the extra grammatical.

Unlike the current study, Al-Saidat (2011) found no examples of English plural marker. English loanwords in Jordanian Arabic. Laks (2014) found only two types of plurals of loanwords in Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic: x-based Sound Plural and a template-based broken plural, whereas this study found 7 types of pluralized forms.

Regarding the factors that affect the pluralization of loanwords, Saiegh-Haddad, Hadieh and Ravid (2012) asserted that the Sound Feminine Plural is the dominant default plural form and that plural formation is affected by familiarity with the singular noun stem. They also noted that Children acquire the Sound Feminine Plural earlier than the Broken Plurals as it has a shorter developmental process than Broken plurals. Sa’eed (2010) added that morphological and semantic factors restrict the application of the Broken and Sound Masculine Plurals such as the complexity of the Broken Plural patterns and multiplicity of its sub-patterns. The Sound-Masculine Plural is used with masculine nouns referring to persons only, whereas the Feminine Sound Plural is used for persons, animals and inanimate nouns.

Further factors were given by Hamdi (2017) who attested that speakers follow a form that is standardized by Modern Standard Arabic or that enforces another form following their dialects and community conventions. The variation in number and gender assignment to loanwords gives rise to multiple competing forms that may not be recognized by Modern Standard Arabic or some other varieties of Arabic. However, consistency in assigning numbers and gender to loanwords by applying native patterns motivated by frequency of use and the semantics of the referents.

Moreover, pluralizing certain words with nonconcatenative morphology and pluralizing others with plural suffixes was proposed by Mashqba, Huneeyt, Guba and Al Khalaf (2023) based on the Optimality Theory which accounts for the sociolinguistically-grounded variation and explains the way a dialect chooses a pattern while another choose other patterns. Constraints are not language-specific devices, but elements of a universal grammar that are potentially active in every grammar’ (Kager 1999). Stochastic Optimality Theory (with special focus on MAX-ENT constraint) seems to be very promising in supporting the selection of the most harmonic components. With Stochastic OT, constraints, as being supported by a numerical index which accounts for the variation and is able to predict the likelihood of frequency for each variant effects within the same constraint hierarchy. The
researchers added that prosodic phonology models do not account for all broken plurals in Arabic, especially in the case of singular forms comprising two or more different plurals.

An explanation for choosing to use the singular form of social media loan terms even in a context that requires a plural form was given by the participating students themselves who pointed out that pluralizing such words is counter intuitive. They do not like the way such loan terms sound and they do not know how to pluralize them. They said that the context usually contains a plural quantifier that helps them understand, even if the loan term is singular in Arabic.

Regarding the transfer of the English plural form of loan terms to Arabic, the participants gave pragmatic reasons. They feel that using English plural feels smoother. It is easier for them to use the English plural form as they are proficient in English and use it in speech in school and at work. They feel that their classmates and colleagues have no problem understanding them. It is also easier to use the English plural that already exists than thinking about and creating a plural form for loan terms that sounds Arabic.

As for social media users who add the Arabic feminine plural suffix -ات to English plural words with as fans/فانزات, shoes/حذاءات, jeans/جينزات, and others, shoes and jeans are English plurals, and they just treat them as they treat Arabic words and pluralize them in the same way. Arab social media users are applying an Arabic plural formation rule to loan words regardless of whether it is singular or plural as a strategy for integrating a loan word into the Arabic language system. If the Arabic suffix -ات is added to the singular stem, (fan) will result in an incompressible, meaningless word /fa:nAT/ which is too far-fetched from fans. Adding -ات to the English plural form will not affect the meaning of the stem. Since the plural form fans is very common and popular, Arabic users seem to be unaware that it is plural and they just use it without thinking if it is singular or plural.

With respect to social media users who do not know English, they indicated that they do not understand loan terms that some Arabic speakers use in their speech such as admins/أشادن, bios/بيوز, bloggers/بلوجرز, dashboards/داشبوردرز, emotions/إيموشنز, fav (favorites)/فيوزيت, feeds/فيديز, followers/فيولورزرز, graphics/جريافيكس, hackers/هاكزرز, influencers/إينفليوكنز, memories/مانيميرز, messengers/ميستجرز, Reels/ريلايز,软件/سوفتويرز, tables/تابلتز, TicTokers/تيكتوكرز, threads/لاينز, TikTokers/تيكتوكرز, vloggers/فلاوجرز, youTubers/يوتيوبرز, fans/فانزات, app center/كانتات/بوترز, and others. They reported that it is difficult for them to decode the written form of such words and to understand what they mean in the flow of Arabic speech. Thus, they do not fully understand the message conveyed. They also mentioned that social media users imitate each other in using loan terms although Arabic equivalents exist for all of the terms used on social media, whether they use foreign words for prestige or to follow the crowd.

To save time and help students of all levels find the plural form of general as well as specialized words, native or borrowed words, and due to the variety of plural forms of loan terms and native words, this study recommends that a monolingual or a bilingual plural dictionary be compiled that shows students and novice social media users which nouns/terms have no plural and which ones have multiple plurals together with their meaning. The plural dictionary can be online or as an app (Al-Jarf, 2022g; Al-Jarf, 2020a; Al Jarf, 2014).

In addition, this study calls for raising students’ awareness of the significant of using Arabic words and terminology whether on social media or any other context as inserting foreign words in speech and in written posts as such attitude will weaken the Arabic language, our native language, and young people will grow up with the notion that Arabic is inferior to English and other European language due to the seemingly absence of equivalents to the foreign words that they use.

Finally, other aspects of loanword morphology such as gender, definiteness and indefiniteness, mood, case, tense, are still open for further investigation in the future.
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